Advance Driver Assistance System for Indian Road and Traffic Scenario
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Abstract
There are many differences between Indian road and traffic structure compare to foreign road and traffic scenario. Many Driver assistance systems failed in such heavy traffic and congested road structure. The proposed Advanced Driver Assistance System is modified system especially for Indian roads. Road detection is difficult because of poor lane marking and compact roads plans. Because of insufficient space the traffic congestion is more which makes vehicle detection difficult. The proposed system presents the solution for these problems. The road boundaries and edges of drivable lane is detected using Hough Transformation. While on road obstacles are detected from comparing the present and previous frames of video. The safety alerts will be given if other vehicles are too close to car or in Region of Interest (RoI) area. The comparison of road scenario around world is also presented in paper.
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Introduction
India is the fastest growing nation. As second populated of nation in the world and due to insufficient transportation space the Indian roads are always loaded with heavy and congested traffic. There is death occur of one person in every four minutes in India due to road accident. Near about 1214 vehicle collisions occurs every day in India [1]. The poor judgment of immature driver increases the higher chances of accidents and crashes. The proposed Advanced Driver Assistance System is helping mechanism for driver. The main purpose of ADAS system is the driver’s and vehicle safety. The system follows three main strategies which LKA (Lane Keep Assist), ACC (Adaptive Cruise Control), and PCS (Pre-Crash System). The LKA (lane keep assist) system keep the host vehicle driving inside the road, keep eye on road marking and signs on side way and the ACC (adaptive cruise control) is used to calculate distance between front or side cars and alerting driver if he goes too close, and PCS (pre-crash system) will keep alerting host car driver about distance and if driver ignores the alerts the PCS will pull off the emergency breaks automatically. Using these three features the system will alert the driver. The alert will be display on the screen on dashboard. The intensity of traffic is much higher in India compare to aboard. Figure 1 shows the difference between Indian Traffic scenario and USA traffic scenario. The size and shapes of vehicles are also plays important role when it comes to detect on road vehicles. Numbers of two wheelers, three wheelers as well as four wheelers are more in India where in aboard the big transportations are used.

Fig.1: Traffic Comparison between India and USA

The System works in two parts i.e. Car Detection and Road Detection. For detecting the drivable lane, the lane edges and boundaries are calculated using edge detection method. LKA will follow these calculated edges and boundaries and if the driver shifts out of the lane the driver will receive the alert from system that he is going out of drivable road. The edge detection methods like Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts or Canny can be used. Sobel, Prewitt, Roberts detects the edges by approximating the gradients magnitude of a video where as in Canny edges are calculated by finding local maxima of a gradient of input video. By adjusting the threshold value and standard deviation of Gaussian filter the clear edges can be detected. For tracking and detection of on road vehicles the pixel variation between present frame and previous frame is calculated by difference block in MATLAB Simulink. Background estimator is used to detect
Transportation can take place if the level of difficulty increases as finding an accident or busy streets. If the diver is too close to or surrounded by numbers of other vehicles, then due to less space makes detection and tracking protocols unsuccessful.

Comparison of Different ADAS
The chaotic traffic makes edges detection and the target recognition difficult and the weather conditions, size and color of the car, road material, also minimize the accuracy. The GPS (Global Positioning System) is popular technology used for tracking and communication purpose in some ADAS. But inaccurate or outdated map data of GPS can cause limitations on temporal and spatial resolution. The high quality and resolution cameras and sensors are placed on the cars for detecting and tracking. The cost map is used to calculate the geological properties of the roads. Graphic Processor Unit (GPU) is used to generate cost map [6]. The reliable transportation can be taken places using V2V (vehicle to vehicle) or V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) communication system. In vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) the communication takes place via custom messages and exchange information in a Cooperative system. To avoid an accident or busy routes the alerts about the traffic ahead send to the driver, using these messages and information the driver can take alternate routes [3]. Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) uses an optimization algorithm for personalization for approaching and passing signalized intersections. The characteristics and preferences of the driver are recorded by the system. While driving system uses this information approximately in maintaining driving pace to boost safety, fuel economy, minimize waiting time, and preferences of the driver are addressed [10]. The behavior and preferences of the Driver is a major element in road and vehicle safety. By mounting two cameras consists of infrared emitters on the front panel of car which to illustrate user’s facial reaction. The camera keeps extracting information such as disturbance in eye blinking, frequency of opening of eyelid, size of pupil position etc. It will only alert driver only if he falls asleep or distracted [7]. The alert to driver can be given by sending signals like short vibrations in steering wheel.

The tracking of cars and edges of road is more difficult in dark. The illuminations like vehicle’s lights, street side lamps, and street side bright and shiny sign boards leads to error in the detection and tracking of the cars and road boundaries and edges. At night, level of difficulty increases as finding difference between the moving and non-vehicle illuminations is hard. Effectively sensing and tracking of vehicle and road at night is done by the vision-based intelligent driver assistance system [8]. There is no fully developed ADAS technology in India. The climate and environmental disparities like heat, rain, road condition, traffic management etc. within country makes the implementation difficult. The accurate and reliable ADAS techniques are developed notwithstanding numbers of research, protocols and algorithm. The rural side transportsations are congested and chaotic. The unavailability of full road view, it is very difficult to detect distance region and the mid-range region. The vehicles could be on any position. If diver is too close to or surrounded by numbers of other vehicle, then due to less space makes detection and tracking protocols unsuccessful [9].

System Overview
The overall system is consists of three parts as shown in fig.2:
1. Video Processing Blocks
2. Vehicle and Road Tracking
3. Alerts

In Video Processing Blocks the input video is first limited to pre-defined size using Resize block which uses defined parameters to allocate the parameters user want to resize. The drivable lane and the front cars and other vehicles are main focus of system. To detect the vehicles and lane the Region of Interest (ROI) is generated. The distance of ROI can be set according to user perspective. If any obstacles come in between the ROI, the system will alert the driver to slow down the vehicle. Using the selected region of road the time to calculated drivable roads boundaries and edges is increases as unwanted part is out of focus. U-Y Selector block reorder or select the specified parameters of multidimensional input video and set region of interest. After this to eliminate the illusions of illuminations the colored video is converted into gray scale using Color Conversion Block. The color information between the spaces in colors is converted.

The detection of vehicles and other moving objects are tracked using Difference block. The difference in output of current input value and the previous input value is calculated in this block. The difference in pixels in current and previous frame will locate the position on moving objects. To avoid false detection the unwanted background is masked using Background Estimator block. Background Estimator consists of Temporal Median Estimator and Motion Based Background Estimator. Temporal Median estimator calculates the median values of video data with respect to time. For boost accuracy with new video frames the median value is estimated after 2 frames and Temporal median will compute median value of series of frames after 30 numbers of frames.
After this computation the motion based estimator will use the first few frames of input video to measure the background image. The subtraction of background of each video frame will create forefront images & only redraw background section which is in moving position. After all estimation the car is tracked and if it come in ROI the Pre-crash system alert will be given to driver.

In Lane tracking the video is also converted into YCbCr color space as sensitivity to luminance and chrominance is less in human and this conversion makes easy to get rid the calculation of redundant color information. The using Edge detection block the boundaries of road as well as drivable lane are calculated. 2D FIR Filter is use for stability and linearity of phase. The auto threshold will converts gray scale image to a binary image. The Hough Transform is used to detect these lines. The block generates a constraint space matrix using equation:

\[ \text{Rho} = x \cos \theta + y \sin \theta \]

The Line coordinator will track these detected lines using Kalman filter. Hough line block will track all detected edges and then convert lines from polar to Cartesian space. The left and right of lane and boundary of road are calculated using all information.

**Methodology**

The Advanced Driver Assistance System works in two parts i.e. Car Detection and Road Detection as shown below.
Car Detection

The car detection is most important function of system because accidents are frequently happened due to human misjudgments. Poor perception while driving leads to crashes or major accidents. For detecting the on-road vehicle the system calculate the position of pixels differences in two video frames. The Difference (MASK) Block is use to calculated the contrast in pixels position. Using formulae \( Z - \frac{1}{Z} \), the block takes the values of current video frame and subtracts it from previous video frame. For getting more accurate result the video is converted into R’G’B’ to Gray scale, in this white pixels portion of video frame will show the active pixels. The unwanted background distractions create the errors. To avoid this Background Estimator is used. It consists of Temporal Median Estimator which calculates median values of video data of 2 frames after which the median value will be valid. For gaining reliability Temporal median compute the series of median values after 30 video frames. The Motion Based Background Estimator will take first two-three frames of video and will subtracts the background from each video frame which will construct the foreground picture i.e. moving parts revealed by re-illustrating the moving portion of framework. The pixels in the closed loop will be considered as the obstruction. The Blob Analysis will compute the stats of connected pixels in grey scale binary image. The auto threshold is convert the intensity image to binary image. Connected region having minimum blob area of 500 pixels and maximum blob area of 2500 pixels will considered as closed loop.

Detection part is not only important aspect of the project. The alerts are important to make sure safety. These alerts are decided using Region of Interest (RoI). Selector Block is use to decide the RoI area. If the vehicles, pedestrian or any other obstacles come across the RoI the system will send alerts depending upon the distances of other vehicle from driving vehicle. These alerts are decided by specific algorithm. The RoI is set to be 250:400 pixels, as pixels below 250 is part of vehicle bonnet which is unwanted part.

For Vehicle tracking the video is divided into four different parts as shown in figure 4. The left and right part of videos is focus on the boundaries and edges of the roads and pedestrians, while middle part and upper middle part focuses only on road. Main advantage of tracking in four parts is the detection will be more accurate as the intensity of traffic in specific part will be track. The white parts of image show the higher intensity of pixels movement. The alerts are allocated depending upon the intensity of movement. For example the system will not give any alert if white part of video is \( 1 < 2000 \) that means the road is free for driving.

If the white area is \( 2000 < 1 < 4000 \) the object is detected but it is small, so alerts like “Watch Right or Left side” will be send to user’s display. But if the white part is greater than 4500 or 5000 the system will first check in which part the intensity of white part are more and then alert the driver. If the intensity of traffic in both left and right is higher, then the “Please apply the brakes” alert will display. The speed of the vehicle can be suggested by calculating the white parts in middle and upper middle portion of video. As shown in fig.4, the top middle part (Tm) has more than 4500 white pixels that mean there is heavy vehicle in front of car but the middle part has no white portion so the driver will suggested driving at the speed of 30-40 km/hrs. If the intensity of white pixels is higher in both middle and upper middle part the driver will suggested to drive at the speed of 20-30 km/hrs. Using all this information in spite of heavy traffic the ADAS will alert the driver and keep car at safe distance.

Road Detection

Road detection is difficult in Indian cities because the size and structures of road changes from area to area. The poor lane marking and uneven surface on road also make the tracking difficult. The technologies which tracks lanes by the marking or by structure will be fail in this environment. The Proposed Advanced Driver Assistance System is tracking road and detecting drivable roads on the basis of edges and boundaries of road as shown in figure 5.
The colors cause the delusions and create error that’s why the video is converted into gray scale. The Region of Interest is generated using U-Y selector. If any obstacle come in the RoI part of road the alert signal will send to driver. For more reliable output the R’G’B’ to Y’Cb’Cr conversion done, as the human eyes are unable to see the chrominance. FIR filter is use to remove unwanted error and to stabilize the input video if the speed of vehicle is fast. Auto Threshold converts the gray scale/intensity image into binary image. For detection of line the Hough Transform is used. The Hough transform will calculate the theta and rho values from matrix and the connected points. The extended connecting points will detect as white solid line which indicate the boundary of road. The disconnected short line will detect as white broken line which indicate the edges of the driving lane as shown in figure 6.

The Line Coordinator will calculate the distance between the lines in current frame and previous frame. The Kalman Filter is used for tracking this information. It utilizes the previous calculated state to project the current state. If car drift out of the driving lane or if other vehicle from any direction come near the vehicle, the system will give notification to the driver.

**Result**

The Experimental results are based on the output of Matlab Simulink showing the different driving scenario in Indian city. The figure 7 shows the different types of traffic conditions in Nagpur city in India. As the vehicle came in Region of Interest as shown in fig.7 (B) the system send warning to the driver. The intensity of the vehicle is large and it is too close to driving car. System first checked for alternative road for car but the road is small and forefront vehicle is large so “Break Applied” warning is given. Fig 7 (C), (F) shows the road edges and boundaries detection respectively. As the intensity of vehicle is small in 7 (G), the alerts are given with respect to white part in the left part of video. This result clearly shows the detection of light as well as of heavy vehicle.

In figure 7 (D), system first checked the intensity of white parts in all parts. As the vehicle covered large part of the road there is very less place to overtake it. The edge detection gave the warning to watch left side of road as there is electrical poll and walkway which is close to car. If the car driver tried to overtake it would get crashed or accident could have happened which avoided using ADAS technology.
Figure 8 shows the experimental results on free and spacious road. There is no detection of any obstacles in fig 8 (1) the speed limit is set to 45 to 60 kilometres per hour. The boundary of road is tracked using Hough transform and Kalman Filter as shown in figure 8 (3). The intensity of white part is increased in 8 (4) because there is side vehicle on the road hence the alerts are send to driver as shown in figure 8 (5). Fig.8 (6) shows the successful detection of side vehicle at the turning of the road. The direction and angle of other vehicle calculated on basis of the white part intensity. The graph shown in figure 9 shows the comparison of the traffic intensity in early morning when there is less congestion and of office time when roads are full congested.

![Figure 9: Comparison of Traffic Intensity of Early Morning and Office Time](image)

**Conclusion**

In this paper, the presentation of Advanced Driver Assistance System especially for Indian Road scenario is shown. The result shows the systematic tracking and detection of roads, vehicle in all scenarios by boosting the capabilities like ACC (Adaptive Cruise Control), LKA (Lane Keep Assist), and PCS (Pre-crash System). In spite of structure difficulties, chaotic traffic and congested roads the system worked properly and alert driver whenever objects detected in region of interest.

The system can be loaded with other function like Automatic emergency breaking, Tire pressure warning system, Parking cameras and sensors, Temperature sensor, Heat sensor, Smoke Detector etc. For more accurate results the sensors like Millimeter wave radar Sensor (MMW), Engine Coolant temp (ECT), Wheel Speed Sensor, Tire Pressure sensor (TPMS) etc. can be implemented on the vehicle which will give the accurate on-time calculations.
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